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SUBMISSION TO E.E.J.S. COMMITTEE OF VICTORIAN PARLIAMENT
Inquiry into Portability of LSL Entitlements
Friday 7 August 2015

These comments are a joint submission from a private group of interested
individual members of the Australian Labor Party and various trade unions. We
would be happy to clarify any matters arising – either in writing or in oral
submission.
Our names & email contacts appear at the end of this submission.

SCALE OF ANY SCHEME
1. In an ideal world, it would be great to have a universal scheme applying to
all Victorian, or Australian, workers. We accept that the first practical
stage would be to create at least two schemes focused on particular
industry sectors. The importance of two schemes would be to signal the
intention to roll out additional schemes in the future.
2. A practical model already exists – COINVEST – which caters for workers in
Victoria’s construction industry. If there was some difficulty in creating
agencies like COINVEST for other discrete industry sectors, a fall-back
position might be to see whether Industry Superannuation Funds could
handle supplementary LSL accrual accounts for members working in a
specified industry sector. One further benefit of such a scheme would be
the consequent commerce and employment opportunities in fund
administration.
3. Everyone will have views on which industry sectors deserve to be chosen as
the first two. It is clear that women workers are relatively less likely to
access LSL as it is currently structured, due to breaks in employment
continuity. It would be good to select two discrete industries with
predominantly women workers, and also where insecure or contract
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employment practices are common. Industries might include child care,
aged care, health care, cleaning, retail, hospitality, as well as many others.
4. In time, we would hope that a range of successful sectoral funds could be
merged into a central fund for all Victorian workers.
ACCESS TO AN INDUSTRY SCHEME
5. Again, ideally access to any accrued entitlement would be close to
immediate. But as the COINVEST experience suggests, in order to
underwrite the financial stability of any new industry scheme it would be
pragmatically necessary to retain a qualifying period – the current standard
appears to be pro rata after seven (7) years of accrued service. We accept
that as a starting point.
6. Government funds may be needed during the start-up phase. But the goal
should be for every industry scheme to be fully and independently funded.
The Government should be able to reclaim initial funds after some years of
operation.
7. Because a portable scheme would potentially run across an individual
worker’s service with a number of successive employers, it seems
reasonable that there should be a qualifying period of service required with
the current employer before a worker can access their accrued LSL.
8. Any scheme for the portability of LSL should be consistent with the
overarching public policy goal of providing a reasonable break from the
workplace. As such, regard should be had to the manner in which any
other co-incident leave complementing an employee’s LSL entitlement is to
be made available.
9. We believe that LSL should be accessed in minimum blocks of ten (10) days,
by mutual agreement between the worker and employer. The present
formulation (LSL Act s 67) is worth sticking to (perhaps in addition to the
minimum 10 days for any one period) - it provides for the first 13 weeks to
be taken in no less than 2-3 goes.
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10.The rate of pay is tricky – this underscores the need for each industry fund
to be financially sound. Our suggestion would be that the leave should be
paid out at the average payment of the worker received over the 12 month
period prior to taking the leave (excluding any periods of nonemployment). This average must include all payments received by the
worker such as shift penalties, loadings & allowances. A common practical
obstacle to workers taking leave is that they face a de facto pay cut if base
rate pay is used in calculations rather than total pay received.
Leave should be taken at whichever is greater out of the average pay over
the previous 1 year or 5 years - this is currently how the LSL Act calculates
hours for Part-Time workers. Perhaps we should cascade this so that an
employee is paid:
a. the amount they would have earned (including allowances, penalties,
reasonably anticipated overtime, pay rises and projected roster etc.) if they
were at work during the period of leave; OR
b. If the employee is not currently working, the greater of their average
weekly earnings over a prior work period (1 or 5 years).
START-UP PHASE OF AN INDUSTRY SECTOR FUND
11. A notional ‘commencement date’ will need to be announced as soon as
possible, with all workers in an industry having an entitlement from that
date. It has to be accepted that any service with previous employers is
lost, and now too difficult to recover. Only the balance from the current
employer on ‘commencement date’ can be transferred over as a credit to
the new scheme. In practice, it’s accepted that it may take some time for
employers to actually transfer funds across, as not every employer has the
cash readily set aside even though the LSL liability will appear on the
company’s annual balance sheet.
12. A second ‘payment date’ – quite possibly sometime after the
commencement date of the scheme – would mark when current accruals
would start to be paid into the new scheme’s account. Having the earliestpossible commencement date is to minimize the possibility that employers
will terminate any worker’s employment to avoid liability.
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13. Once the scheme commences, breaks in employment are no longer
relevant. The incremental accrual principle should be readily understood,
and the key point will be – access after seven (7) years of employer
contributions.
14. There will be further details to address, for example the issue of LSL
contributions being made while a worker is absent from work but receiving
Workers Compensation weekly payments. This could be addressed in the
LSL legislation – or, as with superannuation contributions, dealt with in
Worksafe legislation or enterprise agreements.
THE FUTURE
15. Longer term, a state-wide scheme should be articulated as a desired endpoint of public policy. Some discussion should be initiated with other
states and the Commonwealth about the possibility of a national response
– either through portability across state borders, or even a national scheme
possibly administered through a federal government department or the
ATO.
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